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1.0  Introduction 
 
This document is the User’s Guide for Relevant Match, a software application to optimize the written proposals to competitive solicitations.   
 
Other documents for Relevant Match are: 
 Installation and Quick Start Guide – first available upon installation of the Software. 
 Manager’s Guide – available from the website at any time, and as a .pdf document within the applications when offline.  
 

1.1  What is Relevant Match? 
 
When a business prepares a proposal, it must carefully balance the investment of time and resources to the likely benefits – this is the “Probability of Win” 
or “Pwin”.  Relevant Match provides an objective way to assess how well your proposal “matches” to the work statement – which increases the proposal 
responsiveness and relevance, and therefore the Pwin.   
 
Relevant Match is a proposal optimizer that uses proprietary algorithms developed over 20 years of working proposals in the technology and 
services sectors.   

• It jump starts your key themes,  
• It keeps you on target for a high-scoring written proposal. 
• It avoids major rework and restarts 

And this means less cost per written page, and an overall more efficient proposal effort. 
 

1.2  What does Relevant Match do? 
 
Relevant Match is software that performs a Thematic Analysis to each and every written proposal draft, shows the results in several different presentations, 
and keeps track of the progress towards a high-scoring proposal.   
 
Thematic Analysis is a set of approaches and methods of analyzing qualitative (non-numeric) data.  It is used to analyze text to identify and report on 
patterns of text within documents. The underlying algorithms are the same used in Internet Search and Financial Technology (FinTech).   Each document 
uploaded into Relevant Match is automatically analyzed using our proprietary 15 Step Process and is automatically versioned.  Versioning means that older 
documents, replaced by new and updated document versions, are always retrieved, and can be referred to and revised at any time.  So you can see how 
document updates affect the thematic analysis and scoring. 
Upload your Word or .PDF documents in two clicks.  One more click launches the analysis feature, giving you six tabs with different graphs and views.  
The whole cycle takes about 15 minutes, so you can run the analysis as quickly as you make changes in your proposal.  You can gauge progress in every 
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draft, to avoid wholesale rewrites.  You can show your proposal team specifically where the need to write better quality narrative.  You can provide your 
executive a status on how close you are to being responsive.   
 
There are no in-app advertisements, no bloatware, and in fact, no connection to the Internet.  So, it is secure with no possibility of downloading 
malware.  It’s designed to be used in any situation where your proposal must be protected, including in a SCIF environment.  
 

1.3  Security 
Relevant Match is a self-contained application that takes advantage of “protection in depth,” with multiple layers and factors of security to protect 
your information.    
 
RM operates only on Windows™ Operating System (OS) version 10 or higher. Running Relevant Match exclusively in Windows provide you with all of the 
security measures that protect your data. These include: 
 
• Secure Boot and Trusted Boot 
• Cryptography and certificate management 
• Windows Security app 
• Encryption and data protection 
  
Relevant Match is installed directly on your PC, so you maintain all the security controls provided to you by your system administrator, such as LAN 
passwords, identify verification, and local administration rights limitations. RM uses the latest internal encryption, compatible with your current IT 
security on your Windows OS. We are a Microsoft partner and follow MS standards for compatibility. 
  
Relevant Match is NOT a web application; it NEVER connects to the Internet so there's no possibility of data leaks. There are also no in-app 
advertisements and no bloatware to get in your way. If you are working in a government classified environment, after initial installation, Relevant Match 
is completely self-contained and needs no internet connection and not cloud-based. RM can be used in a SCIF for classified proposals. 
 

1.4 How to use Relevant Match? 
 
Relevant Match is designed to be easy to install, use, and maintain.  Each license of Relevant Match is intended and configured for only one proposal.   
Relevant Match is designed specifically for the evaluation and comparison of Proposals to work statements.  Using Relevant Match is very easy: 
 

1. After installation, Register the Solicitation  
- This “tunes” the Solicitation information into the Relevant Match software.   
- No information is removed from your device or connected to the internet. 
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2. Import a work statement 
- A work statement document can be in Microsoft Word, PDF and text format.  Analysis is done in seconds.  
- For a standard government Solicitation, this is normally Section C of the RFP. 
- For commercial Solicitations, this is normally a stand-alone description of the work and/or deliverables.   
- If/when you have an updated solicitation, you can import that revised work statement at any time. 

 
3. Import your proposal drafts. 

- You can import Proposals in Microsoft Word, PDF, and text formats, one at a time. 
- New document versions are automatically versioned.  
- You can also at any time view any of the imported documents for visual review and inspection. 

 
4. View the dual document analysis. 

- For the selected SOW and Proposal. 
- This analysis is automatically saved in the RFP database file. And is available for you to view, print, and save/export as a PDF file. 

 
5. See Results and Comparisons. 

- View any and all aspects of the single, dual, and result analyses and summaries. 
- Explore each analysis by sorting and filtering the words used in the Thematic Analysis and comparison. 
- Print the analyses and summaries 
- Guide your proposal writers where to add or remove content to achieve a better and better match 
- Export the analyses and summaries in PDF, excel and csv files. 

 
6. See the Analysis Results Summarized in the Dashboard. 

- Each version is displayed on the Dashboard.  
- This allows you to quickly and easily see how the proposals versions evolve as a better and better match to the work statement.   

 

1.5 Where to use Relevant Match? 
 
Relevant Match is a compact desktop business application, suitable for use on any PC or laptop running Windows 10 or higher.  Because of the detailed 
content in the displays, Relevant Match is not suitable for use on smartphones and not recommended for tablets.    
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1.6 Download and Installation 
 
Relevant Match is desktop software that runs without any internet connection.  It’s installed with an Installer file that you download from the Relevant 
Software website.  If you’ve come this far, you already have the download, but you can review the steps in the Relevant Match Quick Start Guide.  
 

1.7  Running in Administrator Mode after Installation 
 
Relevant Match needs to run in Windows 10 in Administrator Mode.  This means that when you run Relevant Match you need to have Administrator or 
Local Administrator permissions for your user login.   
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Relevant Match will automatically check for Administrator/Local Administrator 
permissions. Relevant Match will not run unless the user has local Administrator 
permissions.  This error message will display if you are not running as Administrator.  
This Administrator mode applies only to Relevant Match, and does not change or affect 
any other application on your device. 

 
The installation will set the Properties…Advanced…Run as administrator option to 
checked.  If your system fails to automatically run as administrator, you can set it 
manually.  Look for the Relevant Match icon on your desktop.  Click the Relevant Match 
desktop icon and selecting “Properties” from the menu.  This brings up the Relevant 
Match Properties dialog.  Click on the “Advanced…” button to bring up the Advanced 
Properties dialog: 
 

                                
 
 
 
The “Run as administrator” checkbox should be checked.  If not, please check it and then click “OK” and then “OK” on the Properties dialog.   
When you click the Relevant Match icon it will automatically start in Administrator mode from now on. 
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2.0  First Time Run Setup 
 
After installing Relevant Match, you will be guided through a series of screens to set up and activate the product license. Completing this process is  
required to operate the software. The first time run screens will continue to display until this process and activation is complete.  Once the Setup process 
is complete you will not have to re-enter any of this data again.  You can exit the First Run Setup process at any time and then re-start Relevant Match to 
complete the First Run Setup. 
 
The Set Up process and screens are detailed in the Relevant Match Quick Start Guide.   
 

3.0  Running Relevant Match Normally 
 
Once the First Run Setup process is completed you can then run your licensed copy of Relevant Match normally.  Please note that Relevant Match 
software is licensed to the specific computer that it is installed on.  It cannot be installed, moved, or re-installed to another computer without re-
licensing.  Please contact Match@relevantsoftware.us for more information.   
 

3.1  Normal Login Process 
 
Normal login to Relevant Match consists of starting the program and waiting until the first screen finishes initializing.  This might take 5 -10 seconds on 
most devices.   Once the initialization process is complete the first screen shows a license agreement message.  Simply check the “I Agree” check box and 
click the “Continue” button.  Note that the License Agreement can be viewed by clicking on the “License Agreement” button. 

         

mailto:Match@relevantsoftware.us
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You will then be presented with the User Login screen. 
 

 
 

The Login Screen has three tabs for three different types of logins.  Normally, you will use the Manager’s PIN.  
This is a four-digit number which is tied to your license.  You can also allow members of your proposal writing 
team to use Relevant Match with a Team PIN login.  Both of these codes were provided with the Activation Code 
email.   
 
Both Manager and Team logins have the same functionality to import and analyze documents.  The Manager 
logins are just for the manager to perform administrative functions. 
 
 
After a successful login, the Relevant Match software displays the Start Screen.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
The Start Screen displays when 
Relevant Match first comes up 
after a successful login.  And 
before a project file is loaded.  
This screen instructs you how to 
open the Demo project or create 
a new project.  Relevant Match 
will automatically reload your 
last open project on subsequent 
runs of the program. 
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3.2  User Modes 
 
With a Team PIN login, the Relevant Match software 
displays in normal user mode.  This is indicated by the 
word “User” displayed in the lower left of the program 
footer right before the “Status:” indicator.  When you log 
in with a Manager PIN or user ID and password the word 
“Manager” is displayed instead.  This tells you that the 
program is in Manager Mode. 
 
 
Manager Mode allows for some additional administrative 
functions that are not available in normal user mode 
including: 
 

• License Period 
• License Agreement 
• License Activation Code 
• License Activation 
• Kill Code - Enter 
• Team PIN 
• Registration Screen 
• Solicitation Screen 
• Admin PIN 
• Admin ID & Password 
• User Login 
• Reset Code 
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3.3  Types of Logins 
 
3.3.1  Manager PIN 
 
The Manager PIN is a 4-digit PIN code supplied by the Relevant Match team with your license 
activation code.  This 4-digit PIN is fixed and it tied to the Relevant Match license.  Simply type 
your Manager PIN into the Manager PIN field and click “Login” to login to Relevant Match as a 
Manager.  If you are the only one using the device where RM is installed, you will normally login 
with the Manager’s PIN.  
 
If you share the device, or allow proposal team members to use the device, then allow them to 
use the Team PIN.  For security of your work, we recommend that the Manager PIN is used only 
by Managers of Relevant Match and not disclosed to others. 
 
3.3.2  Manager Login 
The Manager Login is a standard user ID/name and 
password login.  Simply type in your Manager User ID 
and Password that you set up during the First Time 
Run Setup and you will be logged in with Manager 
mode. 
 
Either the Manager PIN login or the regular Manager  
Login using an email user ID can be used to login to  
Relevant Match in the Manager mode.  Both work  
the same. 
 
Your Manager’s Login is provided for your added  
security and for future features.  You can use the  
Manager’s PIN or Manager’s Login to enter any  
session.  
 
 
 
 
3.3.3  Team PIN 
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The Team PIN is a 4-digit PIN code supplied by the Relevant Match team with your license activation code.  This 4-
digit PIN is fixed and is tied to the Relevant Match license.  Simply type your Team PIN into the Team PIN field and 
click “Login” to login to Relevant Match as a User. 
 
The Team PIN is meant to be given to all users that will be using the software other than the Proposal Manager.     

Note:  Either the Manager PIN login or the regular Manager Login using an email username can be used to login to 
Relevant Match in the Manager mode.  Both work the same. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.4  Sessions 
 

The National Institutes of Standards and Technology provides guidance for Cybersecurity controls and safeguards.  Sessions are one of these safeguards 
implemented in RM.  The Sessions control limits the unattended use of the application by limited continuous use to 24 hours.  After 24 hours of use, the 
application will exit.  Just restart and login to continue.  We recommend closing the application at the end of the work day to avoid unexpected closing.     
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4.0  User Interface Overview 
 

4.1  Window Interface Overview 
 
Relevant Match is a Microsoft Windows desktop application.  It consists of a ribbon menu on the top, a Navigation tree on the left side, a Global Display 
Header in the central top area, and a series of tabbed screens in the main display area. 
 
 
 

  
 
  

Ribbon Menu Project Navigation Header Close Button 
exits program 

Tabbed Screens Main Display Area Footer Status Bar Close button only closes the current 
Tabbed Screen not the program. 
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4.1.1  Tabbed and Window Screen Modes 
 
The Tabbed Screens allow multiple screens to be displayed and easily selected.  The tab position can be changed.  And each Tabbed Screen can also be 
dragged off of the main display area and display as their own window.  This allows you to see multiple screens at the same time.  This is useful when 
using multiple monitor situations. 
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4.1.2  Restoring a Window to Tabbed Mode 
 
To put a window back into tabbed mode, simply drag the window back and place the screen and your pointer over the alignment popup and release.  The 
window will snap back into tabbed mode.  And you can move tabs lefts or right to change their order to get it exactly how you want them. 
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4.2  The Menu 
 
The top-level ribbon menu provides six tabs.  Each tab has menu buttons or menu groups and buttons. 
 

1. RFP 
2. Dashboard 
3. Steps 
4. Screens 
5. App Admin 
6. Help 

 

 
 
4.2.1  RFP Menu Tab 
 
The RFP Tab allows for opening, viewing, and closing RFPs.   This tab has only one Menu Group titled “Solicitation / RFP.” 
 

 
 
When you begin a new Proposal, you begin by selecting the “RFP/Amendment” button.  This opens a screen for you to verify or complete entering the 
information needed to tune RM.  It also initiates a project file stored in the location where RM was installed on your device.  To use Relevant Match, you 
must first open and RFP.  During the proposal, if there is an amendment which materially changes the scope of work, you can also use this button to 
update the information.   
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RFP/Amendment – Brings up a New RFP screen where you can create a new Amendment. 
Earlier Version – Opens an earlier RFP.  Note that a demonstration/sample RFP called “Demo RFP” is included with Relevant Match. 
Close Current – Closes an opened RFP. 
RFP Info – Show information about the currently loaded RFP. 
Navigation – Refers to the RFP Navigation section of Relevant Match. If the RFP Navigation section is closed or hiding this button will reactive it.  
Demo RFP – Open a Demo RFP provided by Relevant Match  
 

4.2.2  Dashboard Menu Tab 
 

 
 
The Dashboard Tab provides convenient access to the main areas of the program in four menu groups: 

• Dashboard 
• Client Document 
• My Proposal 
• Analyze Screens 

 
The Dashboard Menu Group provides two menu buttons: 
 

• Dashboard – Brings up the Dashboard screen. 
• Registration Info – Displays the Registration Info screen. 

 
The Client Document Menu Group provides two menu buttons: 
 

• Current SOW – Displays the current active Work Statement document. 
• Prior SOW – Displays the prior Work Statement document (convenience when there is an amendment to the Solicitation) 
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The acronym “SOW” is used commonly, but the work statement might be called a Performance Work Statement (PWS), a Statement of 
Objectives (SOO), or Task Order Performance Request (TOPR) or a variety of other names.  The name is not important as long as it completely 
describes work that you are proposing to.   
 

My Proposal Menu Group: 
 
The My Proposal Menu Group provides five menu buttons: 
 

• Current Draft – Displays the current active Proposal. 
• Analyze – Displays the Generate TCS screen. 
• Match Graph- Displays the Match Graph screen 
• Chart – Displays the Chart screen. 
• Report – Displays the Report screen. 

 
These buttons only show the screens of the current analyzed version of your proposal if they have been closed or hidden.  They do not launch a new 
analysis.  Use the Analyze Screens Menu Group for a new analysis.    
 
Analyze Screens Menu Group 
 

• Analyze – Provides the TCS for SOW and Proposal 
• Analyze & Compare – Provides full analysis  
• Close Analyze Screens – Closes the Analysis screens 
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4.2.3  Steps Menu Tab 
 

 
 
The Steps Menu duplicates the Steps tab display menu items in the Project Navigation header. 
 

• Step 1 – Get Ready 
• Step 2 – Get Set 
• Step 3 – Go 

 
Step 1 – Get Ready  Menu Group: 
 
The Step 1 Menu Group provides two menu buttons: 
 

• RFP Info – Displays the Solicitation/RFP Details. 
• Verify Registration – Displays the Registration Info screen. 

 
Step 2 - Get Set  Menu Group: 
 
The Step 2 Menu Group provides two menu buttons: 
 

• Import SOW – Displays the SOW Import Screen so you can import SOW documents. 
• Import Proposal – Displays the Proposal Import Screen so you can import Proposal documents. 

 
Step 3 - Go  Menu Group: 
 
The Step 3 Menu Group provides one menu button: 
 

• Analyze & Compare – Displays the analysis screens.  
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4.2.4  Screens Menu Tab 
 

 
 
The Screens menu has one menu group “Main Screens” that allows you to bring up one or more additional instances of a screen: 
 

• Dashboard – Displays the Dashboard screen. 
• RFP Info – Displays the RFP Info screen. 
• Active SOW – Displays the View SOW screen. 
• Active Proposal – Displays the View Proposal screen. 
• Analyze – Displays the Generate TCS screen. 
• Chart – Displays the Generate Chart screen. 
• Radar Chart – Displays the Generate Match Graph Chart in a Radar Chart format. 
• Report – Displays the Generate Reports screen. 

 
These buttons allow you to re-display a screen that you have closed and also to bring up an additional screen when you want to compare two screens.  If 
your display becomes too cluttered with screens, you can also close them all and then reopen only the ones you want to examine. 
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4.2.5  App Admin Menu Tab 
 
License Group: 
This set of controls provide you easily accessible information about the license for your use of Relevant  Match.  The Kill Code is a number provided by 
Relevant Software when moving your Relevant Match application from one device to another.  In normal operation, none of the controls in this group 
are used. 
 
My Proposal Group: 
This displays the information that you entered when on the initial Set Up.  You can change or add information by this screen. 
 
Security Group: 
These controls are for future features. 
 
Manager’s Guide Group: 
This button launches the Manager’s Guide as .pdf in a browser window. 
 
Log Files Group: 
These controls provide access to the log files automatically generated.  They are useful to help diagnose any issues. 
 
Themes Group: 
You can change the color of your screens all at once by choosing a different theme.   The default theme “Visual Studio 2013 Blue”, was selected to 
optimize the detail in the graphs, so we don’t recommend changing the theme.  But if you chose to change, simply click on the drop-down buttons to 
expand the theme selection panel and click on one of the themes to set and display that theme.  The selected theme is saved file and will automatically 
apply the next time the program is run. 
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4.2.6  Help Menu 
 

 
 
 
The Help Menu provides one menu group for Help and Information. 
 

• Help and Information Group: 
o Online Help 
o Managers Guide 
o Users Reference Guide 
o Feedback 
o Contact 
o Renew License 
o About 

 
Help and Information Group: 
 
Online Help – Displays the Relevant Match online help page in your default web browser.  This will only function if you have an active internet 
connection.   
 
Managers Guide – Displays the Managers Guide in your default PDF viewer.   No internet connection needed. 

Users Guide – Displays the User’s Guide in your default PDF viewer.  No internet connection needed. 

Feedback – Opens Microsoft Outlook to automatically create an email that can be used to send feedback to Relevant Match Support.   Note that this     
requires Microsoft Outlook to be installed on your machine. 
 
Contact – Opens Microsoft Outlook to automatically create an email that can be used to contact Relevant Match Support.   Note that this requires Microsoft 
Outlook to be installed on your machine. 
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Renew License – Opens Microsoft Outlook to automatically create an email that can be used to contact Relevant Match Support for renewing your 
license.   Appropriate license information is pre-loaded into the email.  Note that this requires Microsoft Outlook to be installed on your machine. 

About – Displays the About screen with information about the program including the Version, License Status, Machine ID, and Activation Code. 
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4.3  Project Navigation Header 
During the Proposal period, as you are writing your response to the work statement, this RFP Navigation will be you primary set of tools.  Because of 
that, it’s labeled as three easy steps.  When you have installed RM and registered you RFP, you have essentially completed Step 1.  You will only need to 
revisit it if the RFP is amended or the work statement changes.  Steps 2 and 3 are what you will do with every version of you written proposal.   
 

 
 
The Project Navigation Header displays four tabs: 
 

• Steps 
• What Documents Am I Using? 
• Global Filters 
• Global Sorting 

 
 
4.3.1  Steps Tab 
 
Steps displays three panels of Steps 1 – 3 with buttons providing access to the most relevant screens for each step. 
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4.3.2  What Documents Am I Using? 
 
Displays the currently Active SOW and Active Proposal documents and information about them.  The SOW and Proposal Document Name fields can be 
clicked on and will display a list of both documents.  You can select any of these documents and they will automatically be made Active. 
 

 
 

4.3.3  Global Filters 
 
Global Filters are optional generally for advanced users.  They provide useful filtering functionality that applies to the Generate TCS, Generate Match 
Graph, and Generate Chart screens and act on them all at the same time.  This allows you to narrow down the view and display of each to a smaller and 
more specific subset of the words and values that are displayed. 
 

 
 
4.3.3.1 Filter on Top 
 
Filter on Top allows you to select the top number of items to display.  The spin control allows you to select from 1 to 1000+ items based upon the column 
name selected in the dropdown combo box next to it.  The default is a top 10 count and the “SOW Count” column.  Once you select new values, click the 
“Do Top N Filter” button to apply the filter. 
   
Click the optional “Include Zero Count Proposal Words” checkbox to show Proposal words that have zero counts relative to the SOW words.   
Click the “Show ALL SOW Words” to de-select this filter and see all SOW words without filtering.  This is the same as unchecking the “Filter on Top” 
checkbox. 
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4.3.4  Global Sorting 
 
Global Sorting is also applied to all three of the TCS grids, and the Match Graph, and regular Chart screens and displays. 
 

 

Sorting can be done on the columns displayed in the grid column dropdown combo box in either Descending or Ascending order based on the 
Descending/Ascending dropdown combo box.   The default sort order is on the Document ID column in Descending order.  Any changes to sorting values 
are automatically saved.   
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5.0  The Main screens 
 
All the main program screens are described in this section: 
 

• View Dashboard Screen 
• Solicitation/RFP Details 
• View SOW Screen 
• View Proposal Screen 
• Generate TCS Screen 
• Generate Match Graph 
• Generate Match Chart 
• Show Me 
• Word Cloud 
• Daily Reports 

 
Each screen has a number of specific controls including a “Close” button that closes only that screen.  They appear as tabs on the main display area.  You 
can reload a screen or load an additional screen via the “Screens” ribbon menu page. 
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5.1  The Demo RFP 
 
Relevant Match comes with a complete Demo RFP named Whitecaps consisting of an example work statement and several example proposals.  This 
demo project demonstrates all of the features of Relevant Match and is a great way to get familiar with the capabilities of RM.  The rest of this section 
will use the Demo project to describe the main program screens. 
 
From the Introduction Screen, simply click the “Demo Project” ribbon menu item.  This will load the Demo Project within in a few seconds while the re-
calculation is automatically performed.  Once the Demo Project fully loads, the program will load a number of screen tabs and then display the 
Dashboard Screen.  We will quickly walk you through these screens. 
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5.1.1  Dashboard Screen 
The View Dashboard page provides a display of the current analysis dashboard.  It contains four main display panels: 

1) Solicitation – Displays a summary of the Solicitation including Project Due Date and License info. 
2) Current Documents – Display information on the currently active SOW and Proposal documents.  
3) Last Run – Displays summary information on the most recent analysis runs. 
4) Proposals Grid – Displays a summary of the Proposals showing statistics, TCS, and trends.  

 

Note that these top three side by side panels have splitter bars between them so they can be resized by you.  This is useful when you need to see SOW 
and Proposal File Locations which can be rather long. 
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5.1.2  Solicitation / RFP Details Screen 
 
This contains information that you entered during the Solicitation / RFP registration.  Here you can change the page count, due date, description and 
notes.  Changes are automatically saved when you close this screen or when you click the Save button. 
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5.1.3  View SOW Screen 
 
This screen allows you to view and scroll through for the Active SOW Document.  Since this document is from the issuer of the Solicitation / RFP, you 
should make no changes to it.  RM adds line numbers to each page, so that you can more easily refer and point out and specific section or paragraph to 
the proposal team. 
 
Clicking the “Proposal Manager” button brings up the Proposal Document Manager which is explained later. 
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5.1.4  View Proposal Screen 
 
This screen allows you to view and scroll through the Active Proposal Document.  You can make edits in this screen, but we recommend that you 
compose and make edits to any documents in a separate application with full function editing, like Microsoft Word.  Used together with Relevant Match 
is the best way to have the strength of both applications.  Clicking the “Proposal Manager” button brings up the Proposal Document Manager which is 
explained later. 
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5.1.5  Generate TCS Screen 
 
The Generate TCS Screen displays the TCS – Thematic Correlation Score -- calculated for the Active Proposal Document and displays a grid of SOW Words 
and counts and statistics. 
 
This is a mathematically calculated score of 1 -100, based on the same scoring algorithm that underlies the Wall Street financial algorithms (FinTech). 
Relevant Match uses it to characterize the work statement and your proposal version and shows you how they compare quantitatively. The Proposal 
Manager can then guide the writers to better address specific areas of the draft proposal to make it much more responsive to the RFP. Run a TCS for 
every revision of the proposal and track the improvements. 
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The key feature here is not in the details, it’s in the shape.  Look at the blue bars that form the shape of the SOW.  If we lay them 90 degrees onto their 
side, add some additional processing, the graph it looks like this: 
 

 
 
The peaks and valleys of this chart is the digital fingerprint of the work statement.  You may have seen something similar as the graph of an audio signal: 

 
 
The peaks and valleys are quantitative representations of the themes that are embedded in the work document.  When you write your proposal, you will 
also create a thematic fingerprint, like this: 
 

 
 
How well these two fingerprints match – their thematic correlation – indicates how well you your proposal responds to the work statement.  This is the 
thematic correlation score, or TCS.   
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When we place the two fingerprint graphs back to back, you can easily see how well they match.  In this case, not very well.  

 
 
This is the fundamental approach RM uses every time you  
analyze a proposal draft.  Move closer and closer to the  
fingerprint patter (but not too close), and you are more and  
more likely to earn a high score in evaluation.   
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A really high TCS would look like a near mirror image:

    
 
A perfect TCS of 1.00 is not possible unless it were an exact copy of the 
work statement.  Obviously, you have a unique proposition and story to 
write into your proposal.  So there must be a difference.  So while the 
shape of the TCS bars is a useful indicator, the TSC score is the best way 
to gauge progress.   

The Relevant Match 
TCS screen will look like 
this.   Each time you 
run a version of your 
proposal, you should 
come closer and closer 
to a mirror image of 
the work statement 
fingerprint. 
 
The match won’t be 
perfect, because your 
original content will 
form its own digital 
fingerprint. 
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Each proposal draft that you 
analyze will be logged in the 
dashboard, along with the TCS and 
other useful information.  You can 
see how in this series of 7 
versions, the TCS increase from a 
low of 32.95 to 61.86.  You do this 
by looking at the TCS bars and 
guiding your writer to put more or 
less emphasis against to work 
statement themes.   
 
The closer the you address the 
themes, the higher you can expect 
to score.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The rest of this section will describe the controls available in the TCS Screen.  
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5.1.5.1  Grid Options Controls and Bottom Controls 
 

 
 
 
 
The Grid Options provide the ability to invoke various built in optional features of the TCS words grid so that you may customize its appearance.  Please 
note that these options affect only the grid display and do not affect the Match Graph Chart or the regular Chart displays. These options are not saved 
and restored when the Project is reloaded.  These controls are entirely optional and not usually changes during proposal writing.  But there may be 
circumstances you want to explore the data in more depth.   
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• Find Panel button – Displays and hides the Find Panel which allows you to search and filter the grid. 
• Group Panel button – Displays and hides the Group Panel which allows you to drag columns to group by to and from it. 
• Auto Filter Row button – Displays and hides the Auto Filter Row at the top of the grid which allows you to type in individual column filter 

parameters/text and filter the grid display with them. 
• Filter Editor button – Displays and hides the Filter Editor panel which allows you to build simple to complex multiple filter statements to filter the 

grid. 
• Column Auto Width button – This automatically spreads the column widths across the visible width of the screen. 
• Column Best Fit button – This reduces the column widths of the grid to be as small as practical and still display the data, i.e., the columns widths 

fit the data. 
• Column Default Fit button – This sets the column sizes based on the built-in default widths. 
• Column Chooser button – This brings up a column dialog box where you can drag and drop columns between it and the grid to hide columns.  Just 

drag them bag to restore them to the grid display. 
 
Note that the grid has resizable and movable columns.  As well as extra display functionality which you can access by right clicking the mouse on the 
column headers. 
 
The controls on the bottom of this screen are: 
  

• Status message – Displays status messages. 
• Total Word Count Display – The total number of words in this project. 
• Filtered Word Count Display – The current number of filtered words in this display. 

o This will read zero (0) when filtering is not being used and all word records are display. 
• Print button – Brings up the Print Preview where you can print, export, and email the chart. 

o Note that if the screen is wide the Radar Chart will go over the right margin in the Print Preview.  The solution is to use landscape mode 
(see the Page Setup icon) and/or reduce the screen width until the Radar Chart is centered in the Print Preview. 

• Export button – Displays the Export dialog screen where you can export the chart to an image file in many different image formats. 
• Screen Shot button – Displays the Screen Shot Dialog where you can save the chart image to a file in a variety of image formats. 
• Refresh button – Refreshes the grid. 

o Note that the grid refreshes automatically but there are some situations where you may need to use this button to refresh the grid data. 
• Close Analysis Tab – Closes the Analysis Tabs leaving only the SOW and Proposal tabs. 
• Close button – Closes this screen. 
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5.1.6  Generate Match Chart Screen 
 
The Generate Match Chart Screen displays a radar chart.  
Radar chart visually fits each version of your written 
proposal to the work statement, similar to the TCS bar 
graph, but in a circular plot.  This looks like a jagged star.  
The proposal radar chart is semitransparent, so you can 
see it overlayed to the work statement chart.   At a glance 
you can see progress towards a high scoring written 
proposal.  The Radar Area chart display uses transparency 
in the area fill colors so you can see the overlap -- or the 
lack of an overlap -- between the SOW and the Proposal. 
 
 
 
 
 
Use the Radar Chart in combination with the TCS score to 
improve your match with each version of your written 
proposal. 
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5.6.1.1  Upper Controls and Bottom Controls 
 
The controls on the top of this screen are: 

• Chart Type dropdown combo box. 
o This allows you to choose from the follow Radar type charts: 

 Radar Line 
 Radar Area – This is the default chart displayed. 
 Radar Range Area 

• Refresh button – Refreshes the chart. 
o The chart should refresh automatically but there may be situations where you will need to use this button. 

• Show Series checkboxes – Displays one or more chart series including: 
o SOW Count – The count of SOW Words. 
o Proposal Count – The count of Proposal Words. 
o Delta – The difference between the SOW Count and the Proposal Count. 

 
The controls on the bottom of this screen are: 
  

• Status message – Displays status messages. 
• Total Word Count display – The total number of words in this project. 
• Filtered Word Count display – The current number of filtered words in this display. 

o This will read zero (0) when filtering is not being used and all word records are display. 
• Print button – Brings up the Print Preview where you can print, export, and email the chart. 

o Note that if the screen is wide the Radar Chart will go over the right margin in the Print Preview.  The solution is to use landscape mode 
(see the Page Setup icon) and/or reduce the screen width until the Radar Chart is centered in the Print Preview. 

• Screen Shot button – Displays the Screen Shot Dialog where you can save the chart image to a file in a variety of image formats. 
• Close button – Closes this screen.  
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5.1.7  Generate Chart Screen 
 
The Generate Chart Screen provides a paged chart display that can display a large number of charts in either sideways or normal mode. 
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5.1.7.1  Upper Controls 
 
The upper controls are: 

• Chart Type – Dropdown selection of a multiple of chart types. 
o See Section 9.0 for a list and some representative examples. 
o Feel free to explore these. 

• Refresh button – Refreshes the chart display. 
o The chart refreshes automatically but there may be some situations where you will need to refresh the chart manually via this button. 

• Show Series checkboxes – Displays one or more chart series including: 
o SOW Count – The count of SOW Words. 
o Proposal Count – The count of Proposal Words. 
o Delta – The difference between the SOW Count and the Proposal Count. 

 
The lower controls consist of two panels: 
 

• Paging Controls 
• Bottom Controls 

 
5.1.7.2  Paging Controls 
 
Paging allows the Chart to display a limited and specific number of word records per page.  Otherwise trying to display large numbers (such as hundreds 
or thousands) of word records in a single page makes the display so crowded as to be non-comprehensible and not really useful. 
 

• Go To Page number control – Sets the page number to go to. 
• Go To Page button – Moves the displayed page to the set page number. 
• Page Size number control – Sets the number of word records displayed on each page. 
• Item Count display – The total number of items that are displayed on all pages. 
• Page Row Filter display – This displays the internal page row range definition. 
• First Page button – Go to the first page. 
• Page Previous button - Go to the previous page. 
• Page Next button – Go to the next page. 
• Last Page button – Go to the last page. 
• Page Number N of N display – Displays the current page of the total number of pages. 
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5.1.7.3  Bottom Controls 
 
The controls on the bottom of this screen are: 
 

• Status message – Displays status messages. 
• Total Word Count Display – The total number of words in this project. 
• Filtered Word Count Display – The current number of filtered words in this display. 

o This will read zero (0) when filtering is not being used and all word records are display. 
• Print button – Brings up the Print Preview where you can print, export, and email the chart. 

o Note that if the screen is wide the Radar Chart will go over the right margin in the Print Preview.  The solution is to use landscape mode 
(see the Page Setup icon) and/or reduce the screen width until the Radar Chart is centered in the Print Preview. 

• Export button – Displays the Export dialog screen where you can export the chart to an image file in many different image formats. 
• Screen Shot button – Displays the Screen Shot Dialog where you can save the chart image to a file in a variety of image formats. 
• Close button – Closes this screen. 
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5.1.8  Generate Show Me Screen 
 
The “Show Me” screen extracts and displays the two words which have the worst correlation (TCS) and shows where they occur in the SOW by two 
methods: in a table, and by highlighting in the SOW.   This indicates where the proposal authors should, in the next version of the proposal, write more or 
less emphasis on addressing the specifics of the work statement.  Each time you do the Analysis & Compare step, RM will recalculate the two worst 
correlations, so the specific words will change from version to version.    
  
In tabular form, the top two worst correlations are shown with the page and line number where they occur in the work statement, providing guidance for 
the next round of editing.  
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In the “Show SOW” tab, the two worst correlation words are now highlighted in different colors. 

 
 
Use the Show Me screen in combination with the TCS score and the Radar Chart to improve your match with each version of your written proposal. 
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5.1.9  Generate Word Cloud Function 
 
At the completion of Step 3 “Analyze & Compare” the comparisons between the SOW and Proposal are compared in the form of a Word Cloud.  This 
feature provides yet another visual representation of key words in the SOW and the Proposal by making the most frequently used words appear larger 
compared with other words around them.   You can easily see a rough match of the work statement and current proposal.  This is another way to guide 
the proposal writer to better correlation with the work statement.   
 

 
 
Both the SOW Word Cloud and Proposal Word Cloud can be printed for review. At the bottom of the tab screen there is an option to print SOW Word 
Cloud and Proposal Word Cloud. 
 
The resolution of the word clouds can be adjusted by changing the font size at the lower right of each panel. 
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5.1.10  Generate Daily Report 
 
The Report display is automatically generated when the project is opened.  Although you may at times need to click the “Run New Report” and/or “Refresh 
Existing Report” buttons when you perform extensive analysis and filtering. 
 
 

 
 
 
This report can be: 
 

• Printed 
• Exported 
• Saved 
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5.1.10.1  Printing the Report 
 
Clicking the “Print” button brings up the Print Preview dialog. 
 

 
 

From here you can do quite a number of 
things with the report including: 
 

• Print 
• Quick Print 
• Set Header/Footer Options 
• Set Page Color 
• Export to: 

o PDF file. 
o Images file – Many 

different image formats 
are supported. 

• Email as a: 
o PDF file. 
o Images file – Many 

different image formats 
are supported. 

• Zoom 
• View thumbnails 
• View multiple pages 
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5.1.10.2  Exporting the Report 
 

Exporting the Report can be done via the Export Form dialog. 
 

 
 
The “…” button allows you to navigate to a directory in which to save the export file.  Put in a file name with the directory path to save the export file to. 
Click “Export” to do the export.  Note that this export only supports the PDF format.   
 
You can use the Print dialog to export to many image formats and the Save function to save to many other file formats. 
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5.1.10.3  Saving the Report 
 
The Report can be saved in a large variety of formats. 
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6.0  The Three Steps Quick Start 
 
Use the Relevant Match Quick Start Guide to see how to move from Set Up through Analysis in the Three Steps.   
 

7.0  Other functions 
 
7.1  Open an Existing RFP/Amendment 
 
To open an existing RFP, there are two options. You can click 
the “Where I Left Off” button to open the last 
RFP/Amendment you were working on. 
 

 
The second option to open an 
existing RFP/Amendment is to 
click “Earlier Version” button in 
the Solicitation menu ribbon.   A 
file open selection dialog will 
display.  Select the Solicitation file 
name to open. 
 

 
 

Once a project is created or 
opened, Relevant Match 
automatically opens up all the 
main screens and recalculates the 
project. 
 
After a minute or so, the project 
is then ready for your use. 
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7.2  Close a Solicitation/RFP 
 
To close a Solicitation, select the “Close Current” menu item in the ribbon menu. 
 
All solicitation details, data, and documents are automatically saved as the program runs so you do not have to specifically save the solicitation before 
closing it.  All solicitations are saved automatically. 
 
Closing a solicitation automatically closes all the screens and returns to the Introduction Screen. 
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7.3  Match Chart and Chart Types 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
This Chart shows key 
thematic words in 
comparison of the SOW and 
active Proposal.  They are 
shown in alphabetical order 
from 1 to 50, in sets of 10.  
You can increase or 
decrease the number of 
words shown in the Global 
Filter tab on the Navigation 
& Steps menu.  The normal 
view of the Match Chart is a 
horizontal bar format.   
 
 
 
 
There are several controls 
at the bottom left to move 
through all 50 words, 10 at 
a time. 
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This page shows a gallery of different charts available in the pull-down menu of “Chart Type.”  These are generally not recommended except for advance 
analysis, and in normal use of Relevant Match, you do not need to change the chart type from the default horizontal bars. 
 
 

   \ 
Vertical Bar       Two-line        Pie 
 

   
 

    Nested Donut     Funnel 
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8.0  Troubleshooting 
 
Relevant Match is designed for reliable use but there may be times when some troubleshooting is necessary. 
 

8.1  Error messages during installation or running 
Relevant Match is designed to be installed and run on a Desktop or Laptop computer with minimum performance requirements.  These are detailed on 
our Relevant Match website.  Depending on the setup of your device, you may see an error or advisory pop-up window.  Sometimes, this happens because 
RM is designed to run without internet connection.  Normally, these are system messages which do not affect the operation of RM.  You should click 
“continue” and the pop-up window will close and you can resume using RM.  If this happens regularly, please send a support ticket through our website.   
 

8.2  General Troubleshooting Procedure 
 
The procedure that you should follow if you encounter recurring problems is: 
 

1. Make a note of the exact problem and what you were doing or trying to do when the problem occurred. 
2. Screen shots of the problem are extremely useful and helpful and will also save you time and effort from writing down all the little details that are 

present. 
3. Submit a support ticket for existing customers at Relevantsoftware.us under the Documentation and Support page. 

 

8.3  Log Files 
 

Relevant Match automatically logs errors and information to a rotating series of log files 
that is located in the Log Files directory on your device: 
 
 C:\Program Files (x86)\Relevant Software\Relevant Match\Log Files 
 
This directory example shows one or more log files for each date that Relevant Match is 
run.  These log files are text files and are thus viewable with any text editor, such as the 
default Notepad editor in Windows 10.   
 
 
 
 
 

https://relevantsoftware.us/documentation-support
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Here is an example of the log file content.  The contents 
of these log files are very detailed and will help Relevant 
Match Tech Support trouble shoot any problems that 
arise.   For a persistent problem, you may be asked to 
send this log file to Tech@RelevantMatch.us for further 
investigation. 
 
This log file does not contain any information about your 
machine, system, or any other applications.  It is a text 
file so it does not contain any hidden information.  For 
precaution and easy of mind, please scan any log file 
with security software before sending to Relevant 
Software.   
 
 
 
  

mailto:Tech@RelevantMatch.us
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9.0  Glossary 
 
This section contains glossary definitions 
 
Correlation – Understanding the relationship between two things. 
 
Grid – Short name for the TCS Grid. 
 
Match Graph – An advanced radar chart that displays the TCS match visually. 
 
Radar Chart – An advanced chart type that displays two or more overlapping data series in a “radar scope” like display. 
 
TCS - Thematic Correlation Score:   See “Thematic Correlation Score”. 
 
TCS Grid – The TCS Grid that compares the SOW words to the Proposal words. 
 
Thematic – Having to do with words, sentences, and documents and their structure. 
 
Thematic Analysis - The scientific analysis of words, sentences, and documents. 
 
Thematic Correlation - Understanding the Thematic or word relationships between two things. 
 
Thematic Correlation Score - The primary analysis metric of the Relevant Match software.  Compares two text documents and performs statistical 
thematic analysis on each and then compares and matches them statistically. 
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